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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the control of quadrotor vehicles without wind sensors that are required to
accurately track low-speed trajectories in the presence of moderate yet unknown wind gusts. By
modeling the wind disturbance as exogenous inputs, and assuming that compensation of its effects
can be achieved through quasi-static vehicle motions, this paper proposes an innovative estimation
and control scheme comprising a linear dynamic filter for the estimation of such unknown inputs and
requiring only position and attitude information. The filter is built upon results from Unknown Input
Observer theory and allows estimation of wind and vehicle state without measurement of the wind
itself. A simple feedback control law can be used to compensate for the offset position error induced
by the disturbance. The proposed filter is independent of the recovery control scheme used to nullify
the tracking error, as long as the corresponding applied rotor speeds are available. The solution is first
checked in simulation environment by using the Robot Operating System middleware and the Gazebo
simulator and then experimentally validated with a quadcopter system flying with real wind sources.

1. Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have been drawing

increasing attention for more than two decades in various
application fields, ranging from the industry to the military
and from the service to the entertainment (see e.g. Bouab-
dallah et al. (2004); Mannucci et al. (2017); Seminara and
Fontanelli (2017); Tomic et al. (2012); Michael et al. (2014);
Mahony et al. (2012); Beard and McLain (2012)). Due to
their ability to reach places, particularly those that are hardly
accessible by land vehicles, UAVs are convenient tools for
monitoring areas where natural disasters have just occurred.
This is of high interest in the Pacific region, where remote
neighborhoods need to be rapidly checked after cyclones or
floods (Lee et al., 2016). As an example, the U.N. Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has launched in the
Philippines a drone initiative to assess where agricultural
land is at most risk of natural disasters and how to rapidly
evaluate damages after they occur. It is strongly believed
that the adoption of UAV platforms can significantly en-
hance risk and damage assessments, but also revolutionize
the way to prepare for and respond to disasters. Indeed, be-
yond being viable for quick surveillance of the surrounding,
it has already been shown that quadrotors can construct shel-
ters (Lindsey et al., 2011), to rapidly provide protection be-
fore the occurrence of a natural disaster. Among such flying
platforms, quadrotors (Fig. 1) have become the most pop-
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ular for their flexibility, due to very low moments of iner-
tia, greater stability, hovering capability, as well as fewer
take-off requirements (Nonami et al., 2010). So far, they
have already reached payload and flight endurance capac-
ities for various applications, including environmental ex-
ploration and mapping (Michael et al., 2014; Saeedi et al.,
2016), marine, riverine (Nuske et al., 2015), and agricultural
monitoring (Ball et al., 2017; Zhang and Kovacs, 2012), ob-
ject transportation and manipulation (Palunko et al., 2012;
Tognon et al., 2018), to name a few. Reliable and fully au-
tonomous navigation within indoor scenarios can also be ob-
tained for certain tasks and environments, by extending tech-
niques previously developed for ground vehicles (see e.g. Gr-
zonka et al. (2012)).

Modeling and estimation of quadrotor systems have been
well understood (Mahony et al., 2012), also including the
effects of blade flapping. Solving the underlying control
problems has however been a formidable challenge, even
for basic operational scenarios, due to their severe under-
actuation, i.e. a quadrotor possesses six degrees of freedom
(three translational and three rotational), but only four inde-
pendent inputs (rotor speeds). To obtain accurate path track-
ing and autonomous flight capacity, combined control of ro-
tational and translational motions is required, which results
in highly nonlinear modeling (Sabatino, 2015). Nonethe-
less, nonlinear as the control problem may be, linear control
strategies, particularly those with PIDs have proved quite ef-
fective with resulting good flying qualities (Bergamasco and
Lovera, 2014). Online self-tuning PIDs also have shown
good performance (Yang et al., 2013). However, PID con-
trol strategies rely on the linearized model of the quadrotor
and are therefore highly dependent on the operational con-
ditions.
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Figure 1: An Erlecopter aircraft and the anemometer, used to
collect ground truth information about the wind speed (then
converted to wind force), during testing at the University of
South Pacific (Fiji) campus (above). The aircraft with associ-
ated coordinate frame (below).

To meet the progressively stringent specifications im-
posed by newly considered tasks of increasing complex-
ity, techniques for high precision identification of linear
models (Bergamasco and Lovera, 2014) and nonlinear con-
trol strategies have been developed. These are based on
sliding mode control (Rios et al., 2018), Model Predic-
tive Control (MPC) (Kamel et al., 2017), Lyapunov tech-
niques (Yesildirek and Imran, 2014), neural networks (Pi
et al., 2020), fractional attitude (Izaguirre-Espinosa et al.,
2016), dynamic inversion with zero-dynamics stabiliza-
tion (Das et al., 2009b), backstepping (Das et al., 2009a),
robust and adaptive control (L’Afflitto et al., 2018), robust
and optimal control (Satici et al., 2013), and combination of
various control design strategies with state estimators (Nek-
oukar and Mahdian Dehkordi, 2021). Properties such as
the differential flatness of the quadrotor model have also
been exploited to obtain the generation of real-time trajec-
tory (Van Nieuwstadt and Murray, 1998).

Apart from the above issues due to the nonlinearity of
the system model, another difficulty lies in the presence of
wind gusts, which can adversely affect outdoor mission per-
formance as for precise attitude and position. This is a par-
ticularly challenging problem for lightweight quadrotors in
harsh windy environments. Few, although important, works
have addressed the trajectory recovery problem in this con-
text (Guo et al., 2018; Jackson et al., 2008; Cabecinhas et al.,
2015; Liu et al., 2016;Wang et al., 2016). Most of them con-
sidered only the quadrotor’s attitude while taking into ac-
count possible actuator faults (Guo et al., 2018; Lyu et al.,
2019; Sun et al., 2020) and input delays (Liu et al., 2016).
Very recently disturbance observer-based slidingmodel con-
trollers have been proposed to mitigate the effect of external
inputs such as wind gusts (Taha et al., 2018; Fethalla et al.,

2018; Ahmed and Chen, 2018). To the best of the authors’
knowledge, only the work in (Cabecinhas et al., 2015) de-
rives a Lyapunov-based global state stabilizer, thus includ-
ing position, to steer a quadrotor along a predefined path, in
presence of constant and known wind disturbance. Optimal
trajectory generation has been addressed in (Guerrero et al.,
2013) under the same assumption. However, since such hy-
potheses are approximate, the resulting accuracy is substan-
tially low, while real-time wind reconstruction would allow
better performance via e.g. wind-aware receding horizon ap-
proaches.

In this respect, a low-cost and lightweight alternative to
using onboard anemometer sensors (Bruschi et al., 2016)
is that of exploiting state observers, which would provide
information about the current position and orientation of
the aircraft, based on the input and output histories. The
original ideas about state observers for linear systems date
back to the sixties and were developed by Luenberger (Lu-
enberger, 1966) for deterministic settings, while the most
famous state observer for stochastic scenarios is the well-
known Kalman filter. In the context of quadrotor aircraft,
a very interesting solution has been studied in Burri et al.
(2015) that uses only IMU and barometric pressure data
but provides no information about the wind components.
Another very useful approach has been proposed in Abey-
wardena et al. (2014), which combines accelerometer data
with vision-based pose estimates, also to compute two com-
ponents of the wind velocity vector. A more recent ap-
proach relies on the data-driven wind estimation to distin-
guish aerodynamic and contact forces acting on the quadro-
tor (Tomić et al., 2020). Other types of observers have been
developed including Extended Kalman Filters (EKF), Ex-
tended State Observer (ESO), andUnknown Input Observers
(UIO). Performance comparisons between these observers
have been done in other domains and date back over some
decades (Hostetter and Meditch, 1973; Wang et al., 1975;
Kudva et al., 1980; Bhattacharyya, 1978;Miller andMukun-
dan, 1982; Kobayashi and Nakamizo, 1982; Yang et al.,
2011; Kiyak et al., 2008; Al-Bayati and Skaf, 2010; Yang
and Huang, 2009). Based on these papers, Kalman filter de-
sign still has issues in reconstructing unknown inputs and
often requires assumptions on the disturbance signals or all
system inputs and outputs to be measurable. In general, a
UIO performs at least as much as the corresponding EKF
and ESO, but in many other situations (cf. e.g. Al-Bayati
and Skaf (2010)), a UIO combines easy design with supe-
rior performance.

This paper presents a complementary yet innovative ap-
proach where wind disturbance is modeled as unknown ex-
ogenous inputs. In particular, this work presents a new es-
timation and control scheme including a linear dynamic fil-
ter for the estimation of such unknown inputs and requir-
ing only position and attitude information. The filter is built
upon results from UIO theory (Sundaram and Hadjicostis,
2007, 2008; Sundaram, 2012) and allows estimation of the
vehicle state and the actual wind signals without any direct
measurement of the second ones. A UIO has been recently
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experimentally used for dynamic compensation of unknown
load torques (Mudaliar et al., 2018). In the present case,
by assuming that compensation of the wind effects can be
achieved through quasi-static vehiclemotions, a simple feed-
back control law is then described to compensate for the off-
set position error induced by the disturbance itself. One im-
portant feature of the proposed solution is that the UIO filter
is independent of the recovery control scheme, used to nul-
lify the tracking error, as long as the corresponding applied
rotor speeds are available. The proposed solution is verified
through Simulink/Gazebo simulations, through the exploita-
tion of standard models for constant and large time-varying
winds, and then experimentally validated within real wind
gust scenarios by using an Erlecopter quadrotor system ex-
ploiting the Robot Operating System (ROS) middleware.

Contribution: The novelties and indeed the appealing
features of the developed scheme are its simplicity, low com-
putation cost, ability to obtain a fast response to wind gusts,
and implementability on virtually all aircraft systems, as a
stand-alone solution or an extension plugin for existing con-
trollers. More in detail, the low computation demand is in-
herited by the simplicity of the linear UIO, that requires no
additional sensors and that robustly estimates the overall ef-
fects of wind disturbance and other model uncertainty. The
promptness and efficacy of the estimator, along with the po-
sition recovery scheme, are shown to outperform existing
solutions based on EKF, model predictive control, and ro-
bust control. In this respect, it should also be noted that tra-
ditional robust control involves complex controllers and is
unable to react fast enough in the presence of strong dis-
turbances (Sariyildiz et al., 2019; Sariyildiz and Ohnishi,
2013), or may require the application of a signal that is un-
feasible or too conservative; in contrast, the present approach
compensates for the exact amount of disturbance which is
estimated online. Finally, by being independent of the type
of control law used to determine the rotor speeds of the air-
craft, the developed scheme can provide existing controllers
with the additional capacity to better deal with disturbances.
This fact is shown in the paper, both in simulation and via ex-
periments, on a platform using an open-source, the standard
Ardupilot controller, which communicates with the estima-
tor via a ROS middleware layer.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the nonlinear quadrotor model and its linearized dynamics
around hovering configurations. Section 3 describes the the-
ory of state and input observers for dynamical systems with
partially unknown inputs. Section 4 illustrates the applica-
tion of the above theory for deriving a wind and state estima-
tor for quasi-hovering quadrotors and also presents a linear
pose recovery scheme. The final Section 5 shows the simu-
lation and experimental setups and discusses the results ver-
ifying the validity of the approach.

2. Quadrotor Mathematical Model
A quadrotor aircraft consists of a planar cross-shaped

rigid chassis, actuated by four independent rotors that are

mounted at the ends of the arms of the chassis itself. As in-
dicated in Fig. 1, whereΩi, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, denotes the i-th
rotor speed, the two opposite pairs of rotors are pitched in
reverse directions, so that the drag forces and thrust forces,
generated by all rotors spinning at the same speed (i.e. all
Ωi = Ω0), produce null net torques on the aircraft. The over-
all lifting of the aircraft is obtained through suitably deter-
mining the value ofΩ0, while the stabilization of the center-
of-mass position is achieved by varying the speeds of the
independent rotors.

To characterize the aircraft dynamics, it is necessary to
describe how its position and orientation change due to ro-
tor actuation, gravity, and external disturbance (such as wind
gusts). Since aircraft position is measured by GPS sensors,
returning global positioning information, its center-of-mass
coordinates, x, y, and z, are expressed in an inertial Earth
frame 0. This choice also makes the specification of de-
sired motion paths naturally expressed from the end-user
viewpoint. On the other hand, since the orientation is ob-
tained from onboard sensors, the attitude is conveniently
described in the body frame b by a set of Euler angles
(', �,  ). Assuming that b is aligned with the aircraft prin-
cipal inertia axes and choosing the ZXY convention, the ve-
hicle orientation is obtained by first rotating 0 of  (yaw)
radians about the z-axis, then rotating of ' (roll) radians
about the resulting x-axis, and finally of � (pitch) radians
about the resulting y-axis. The overall rotation matrix R ex-
pressing a vector vb represented in the b in the 0 frame,
via the relationship v0 = Rvb, is given by the composition
R = (Rz( )Rx(')Ry(�))T , where

Rx(') =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

1 0 0
0 c' s'
0 −s' c'

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

, Ry(�) =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

c� 0 −s�
0 1 0
s� 0 c�

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

Rz( ) =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

c s 0
−s c 0
0 0 1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

where the common shortcuts s∗ = sin(∗) and c∗ = cos(∗)
have been used. Direct computation yields

R =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

c�c − s's�s −c's s�c + s'c�s 
c�c + s's�s c's s�c − s'c�s 

−c's� s� c'c�

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

The forces acting on the quadrotor center of mass are the
gravity, always oriented along the negative direction of the
z-axis of 0, the total thrust F applied by the four rotors and
aligned with the positive z-axis of b, and the wind force
W = (Wx,Wy,Wz)T , whose components are expressed
in 0 by convention. Each Wi, for i ∈ {x, y, z} indicate
forces rather than speeds. Having denoted with m the vehi-
cle mass and with g the gravity acceleration, Newton’s equa-
tions for the translational motion of the center of mass are:

m
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

ẍ
ÿ
z̈

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

= −m
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

0
0
g

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

+ R
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

0
0
F

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

+W ,
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which can be expanded as

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

m ẍ
m ÿ
m z̈

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

=
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

(s�c + s'c�s )F +Wx
(s�s − s'c�c )F +Wy
c'c�F − mg +Wz

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

. (1)

Moreover, the vehicle angular velocity vector � = (p, q, r)T
can be referred to the Euler angles through the following dy-
namical relationship, for the ZXY convention, as

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

p
q
r

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

=
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

0
�̇
0

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

+ Ry(�)
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

'̇
0
0

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

+ Ry(�)Rx(')
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

0
0
 ̇

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

By inversion the previous relationship yields:

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

'̇
�̇
 ̇

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

=
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

c� 0 s�
t's� 1 −t'c�
−s�∕c' 0 c�∕c'

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

p
q
r

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

, (2)

where t' = tan('). Furthermore, due to the lean and thin
structure of the vehicle, it is reasonable to assume that the
wind torque is negligible, which implies that the only torque
vector T = (�', �� , � )T acting on the vehicle itself is com-
posed of the torques applied by the spinning rotors. The an-
gular motion of the aircraft is described by the Euler’s equa-
tions that reads I�̇ + � × I � = T , where × represents the
cross product between two vectors. Such equation can be
written in terms of the elements of � as

I
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

ṗ
q̇
ṙ

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

+
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

0 −r q
r 0 −p
−q p 0

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

I
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

p
q
r

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

= T .

Moreover, referring again to Fig. 1, the off-diagonal en-
tries of the inertia matrix I are zero due to the symmetry
of the quadrotor and the alignment of the axes of B with
the vehicle principal inertia axes. Therefore, it holds I =
diag(Ixx, Iyy, Izz), where Ixx, Iyy, and Izz indicate the in-
ertia component around the axes of b. Direct computation
yields:

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

Ixx ṗ
Iyy q̇
Izz ṙ

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

=
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

�' − (Izz − Iyy) q r
�� − (Ixx − Izz) p r
� − (Iyy − Ixx) p q

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

. (3)

Eq. 1, 2, and 3 represent one possible nonlinear dynamic
model of a quadrotor aircraft. Other nonlinear models, that
are useful when, unlike here, the center of mass has to be
expressed in the body frame b, can be found e.g. in Beard
and McLain (2012).

It is also known that the i-th rotor applies a force per-
pendicular to the plane of rotation of its blade (being thus
aligned with the positive z-axis of the frameb), and propor-
tional to the square of its rotation speed, i.e. kF Ω2i , where
kF is the thrust constant. This force also generates a torque
around the orthogonal axis that is represented by the op-
posite arm of the vehicle chassis, and its value is l kF Ω2i ,
where l the arm length. Finally, the i-th rotor produces a
torque, due to the air drag force, that is opposite to its ro-
tation axis and whose absolute value is again proportional

to its rotation speed, i.e. kM Ω2i , where kM is the drag con-
stant. Moreover, there are two possible major configurations
for the quadcopter: the so-called plus (+) and the cross (x)
configurations. While the control of the yaw is identical for
both configurations, roll and pitch control for the cross con-
figuration uses all four rotors. Hence the cross configured
quadcopter is considered to have more stability when com-
pared to the plus configuration, which is more suitable for
acrobatic maneuver (Norouzi Ghazbi et al., 2016). For the
quadrotor in this article, the plus configuration model has
been chosen to show the robustness of the control technique
even in a lesser stable quadrotor configuration. Thus, the
overall thrust F and the components of the torque vector T
are related to the rotor speeds by the relationship:

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

F
�'
��
� 

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

=

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

kF kF kF kF
0 0 −l kF l kF

−l kF l kF 0 0
−kM −kM kM kM

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

Ω21
Ω22
Ω23
Ω24

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

. (4)

It is finally worth noticing that the adopted nonlinear
model is derived by following a standard modeling ap-
proach (Mahony et al., 2012), whose adequacy to provide ac-
curate quadrotor models with respect to reality is well known
in the literature and thus is not studied here. Moreover, by
including the unknown wind input vector (Wx,Wy,Wz)T ,
the model is enabled to explicitly capture wind disturbance
components, acting on the center of mass of the aircraft; pos-
sible terms affecting its orientation are assumed to be negli-
gible and are then incorporated into the model uncertainty.
This assumption derives from the fact that large wind gusts,
such as those occurring during a storm, are characterized
by wavelengths much longer than the quadrotor length. This
implies that the wind force acting at each point of the quadro-
tor surface is practically uniform, and thus that the wind it-
self produces no meaningful net torque on it.

3. Observers for Dynamic Systems with
Partially Unknown Inputs
The theory on delayed UIOs has been developed in Sun-

daram and Hadjicostis (2007) for a class of discrete-time
linear systems affected by fully-unknown inputs. Under the
same assumptions of the above reference, the result is here
extended to the case where some inputs are in fact available.
To this purpose, consider a discrete-time system

Xk+1 = AXk + BU Uk + BN Nk ,
Yk = C Xk +DU Uk +DN Nk ,

(5)

where k is a time step, Xk ∈ ℝn is a state vector, Uk ∈
ℝmU is a known input signal, Nk ∈ ℝmN is an unknown
input disturbance, Yk ∈ ℝp is an output vector, and A, BU ,
BN , C , DU and DN are matrices of suitable dimensions.
Given a positive time delayL, one can define, for k ≥ L, the
output history vector YLk = (Y Tk−L, Y

T
k−L+1,⋯ , Y Tk )

T piling
the latest L + 1 outputs up to the current time. Then, a UIO
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is a discrete-time linear filter of the form

X̂k−L+1 = E X̂k−L + F YLk + BU Uk−L ,
N̂k−L = ℎ(X̂k−L, Uk−L, Yk−L) ,

(6)

which can provide, for k ≥ L, the delayed estimates, X̂k−L
and N̂k−L, of the system state and unknown input. That is,
by the above iterative rule in Eq. 6, the UIO provides, at the
time step k = L, the estimates X̂0 and N̂0, at the time step
k = L+1, the estimates X̂1 and N̂1, and so on. Matrices E,
F and the function ℎ(⋅) are to be determined so that to guar-
antee the convergence of the estimates as it will be shown
below.

The existence and the construction of such a UIO depend
on conditions on the system matrices as it will be proven be-
low. Recall first the definitions of L-step observability ma-
trix OL = (CT , (CA)T ,⋯ (CAL−1)T )T and L-step invert-
ibility matrix ℍL = Invert(A,B, C,D,L) of a linear system
described by the matrices A, B, C , and D, that is

ℍL =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

D 0 0 0 ⋯ 0
CB D 0 0 ⋯ 0
CAB CB D 0 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

CAL−1B CAL−2B ⋯ ⋯ CB D

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

It is now possible to directly derive from Sundaram and
Hadjicostis (2007) the following first main result:

Theorem 1 (UIO Existence for Partially Known Inputs).
Given a dynamic system as in Eq. 5 and having defined the
matrix

ℍL =
(

ℍLU ℍLN
)

,

where
ℍLU = Invert(A,BU , C,DU , L) ,
ℍLN = Invert(A,BN , C,DN , L) ,

a UIO filter of the form of Eq. 6 exists, if F can be chosen so
that the two following conditions hold:

F ℍL =
(

0n×mU , BN , 0n×LmN
)

,
E = A − F OL is Schur.

(7)

Proof 1. To begin with, consider the state estimation er-
ror ek, resulting, at the present time step k, from the differ-
ence between the delayed state estimate X̂k−L, provided by
the UIO at that instant, and the past real state value Xk−L,
i.e. ek = X̂k−L − Xk−L. The UIO design has to guarantee
that such error be convergent with time. To this aim, it is in-
strumental to derive the real system’s delayed dynamics by
shifting backward Eq. 5 of L time steps. This yields:

Xk−L+1 = AXk−L + BU Uk−L + BN Nk−L ,

Then, for the dynamics of ek the following can be straight-
forwardly obtained:

ek+1 = X̂k−L+1 −Xk−L+1 =
= E X̂k−L − AXk−L + F YLk − BN Nk−L =
= E ek + (E − A)Xk−L + F YLk − BN Nk−L ,

where the term E Xk−L has been added and subtracted in
the last line of the above equation. To decouple the error
dynamics from the system inputs, state, and output, and to
force its behavior to be described by the dynamic equation
ek+1 = E ek, there must exist matrices E and F , so that E
is Schur and the following condition is satisfied:

(E − A)Xk−L + F YLk − BN Nk−L = 0 . (8)

To explore the possibility to satisfy Eq. 8, consider first how
to factorize the expressions of all components of the output
history vector YLk . More precisely, all such entries can be
iteratively found and are given by

Yk−L+ℎ = CAℎXk−L +
∑ℎ−1
i=0 CA

iBU Uk−L+i+
+

∑ℎ−1
i=0 CA

iBN Nk−L+i+
+ DU Uk−L+ℎ +DN Nk−L+ℎ .

for ℎ = 0, 1,⋯ , L. Rearranging the obtained expressions in
matrix form allows finding the following relationship:

YLk = OLXk−L + ℍLU ULk + ℍLNℕLk , (9)

which connects theL-step known and unknown input history
vectors ULk and ℕLk , respectively, given by

ULk = (U
T
k−L, U

T
k−L+1,⋯ , UT

k )
T ,

ℕLk = (N
T
k−L, N

T
k−L+1,⋯ , NT

k )
T ,

with the output history vector YLk , through the invertibility
matrices ℍLU and ℍLN . Furthermore, by substituting Eq. 9 in
Eq. 8, the following relationship is obtained

(E − A + F OL)Xk−L + F ΓL
(

ULk
ℕLk

)

= 0 , (10)

where

ΓL =
(

ℍLU ℍLN − (BN , 0,⋯ , 0)
)

=
= ℍL − (0, BN , 0,⋯ , 0) .

Now, by requiring that Eq. 10 holds for everyXk−L,ULk , and
ℕLk , it directly follows that the matricesE and F must satisfy
the conditions of the theorem.

Finally, the existence proof concludes by showing that a
function ℎ(⋅) can be found, which uses the information of
the differences between the one-step forward projection of
the delayed estimated state and of its past value, and between
the delayed expected output and the real past one. More pre-
cisely, it results:

Xk−L+1 − X̂k−L+1 = AXk−L + BU Uk−L +
+ BN Nk−L − X̂k−L+1 ,

Yk−L − Ŷk−L = Yk−L − CX̂k−L −DU Uk−L +
− DN Nk−L .

As soon as the delayed system state estimate converges, i.e.
X̂k−L → Xk−L (and hence also the delayed output estimate
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Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed controller with cascaded position and attitude regulation and wind estimation and
compensation. The measured state X and rotor speed variations �Ω are used to obtain wind estimates Ŵ , which are mapped
to the proper translated references, x∗d , y

∗
d , z

∗
d , and  

∗
d , through Eq. 33 and 36; these position references are then used to derive

commanded roll 'c and pitch �c , which, along with the yaw reference are converted to the required thrust variation �F and torque
variations, ��', ���, �� ; finally these quantities are converted to rotor speed variations and, by adding !0(0), to the required
absolute rotor speeds Ω.

does it, i.e. Ŷk−L → Yk−L), the left-hand side of the above
expressions vanishes and the unknown input Nk−L can be
reconstructed via the equation:

Nk−L = G
(

X̂k−L+1 − AXk−L − BU Uk−L
Yk−L − CX̂k−L −DU Uk−L

)

(11)

where G = (BTN , D
T
N )

T † is the input decoupling matrix
and † is the pseudo-inverse of a matrix. ■

Remark 1. If (BTN , D
T
N )

T is full-column rank, Eq. 7 in Th. 1
is solvable if, and only if, rank(ℍL) = rank(ℍLN ) + mN .
Moreover, E can be made Schur by the hypothesis of the
pair (C,A) being observable. □

4. Application to Wind Estimation and
Compensation for Quasi-Hovering
Quadrotors
A quadrotor aircraft is in quasi-hovering if it is floating

over a spot or slowlymovingwith small roll and pitch angles.
Around this configuration, its dynamics can be described
with enough accuracy by a linear approximated model, de-
rived from Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 (Burri et al., 2015; Michael et al.,
2010). In the following, it is assumed that a misalignment
due to a wind disturbance can be recovered while maintain-
ing the quasi-hovering hypothesis. Under this hypothesis,
this paper proposes the reference compensation and the wind
estimation scheme depicted in Fig. 2.

4.1. Approximate Linear Models
Consider that the aircraft is required to reach a desired

position (xd , yd , zd) with a desired yaw angle  d , while a
constant wind vector W̄ = (W̄x, W̄y, W̄z)T is present. At
the corresponding hovering equilibrium, by assuming that
roll and pitch angles are small, i.e. ', � ≈ 0, the total thrust
F̄ and W̄ are related by the following expression obtained
from Eq. 1:

W̄x = 0 , W̄y = 0 , F̄ = mg − W̄z ,

while the torques along all axes must be null, i.e.

�̄' = �̄� = �̄ = 0 .

as obtained from Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. Through Eq. 4 the follow-
ing conditions are obtained:

kF
∑4
i Ω̄

2
i = mg − W̄z ,

−l kF Ω̄23 + l kF Ω̄
2
4 = 0 ,

−l kF Ω̄21 + l kF Ω̄
2
2 = 0 ,

−kM Ω̄21 − kM Ω̄22 + kM Ω̄23 + kM Ω̄24 = 0 ,

which finally results in the fact that all required rotor speeds
must be the same and given by

Ω̄i = !0(W̄z) =
1
2

√

mg − W̄z

kF
, for all i . (12)

It is worth noticing that each Ω̄i is nonlinearly dependent
on the unknown z-component of the wind, W̄z. However,
when such a component is small compared to the gravity
force, Eq. 12 can be approximated with a first-order Taylor
expansion as follows:

!0(W̄z) ≈ !0(0) +
)!0(W̄z)

)W̄z
(0) W̄z =

= !0(0) −
1

4
√

kFmg
W̄z ,

(13)

where the unknown input W̄z has been conveniently sep-
arated from the nominal hovering speed value !0(0) =
1∕2

√

mg∕kF .
The linear approximated model of the aircraft center of

mass motion can be obtained as a first-order truncation of
the Taylor expansion of Eq. 1, being

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

m ẍ
m ÿ
m z̈

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

=
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

s d F̄ ' + c d F̄ � +Wx
−c d F̄ ' + s d F̄ � +Wy

�F +Wz

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

, (14)
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where F̄ = mg − W̄z is the force required at the equilibrium
and �F = F − F̄ = F − mg + W̄z is its variation. The
first two equations of Eq. 14 linearly depend on ', �, which
will be used as internal control variables, and the disturbance
input Wz. Moreover, a linear approximation of �F can be
obtained by expanding to the first order the first row of Eq. 4,
thus leading to

�F = 2 kF !0(W̄z)
(

�Ω1 + �Ω2 + �Ω3 + �Ω4
)

, (15)

where the rotor speed variations are defined as

�Ωi = Ωi − !0(0) for all i .

Plugging then Eq. 13 into Eq. 15 gives

�F =
√

kFmg
∑

i �Ωi −
W̄z

2

√

kF
mg

∑

i �Ωi ,

which finally allows the last dynamic equation of Eq. 14 to
be re-written as

m z̈ =
√

kFmg
(

�Ω1 + �Ω2 + �Ω3 + �Ω4
)

+W ∗
z,z , (16)

where

W ∗
z,z = W̄z

(

1 − �
(

�Ω1 + �Ω2 + �Ω3 + �Ω4
))

, (17)

with � = 1
2

√

kF
mg . Furthermore, assuming again that roll

and pitch remain small (' ≈ 0 and � ≈ 0) during the entire
operation of the aircraft, Eq. 2 is reduced to '̇ = p, �̇ = q
and  ̇ = r, which plugged into Eq. 3, along with the last
three relationships of Eq. 4, yields

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

Ixx '̈
Iyy �̈
Izz  ̈

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

=
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

l kF
(

Ω24 − Ω
2
3
)

− a �̇  ̇
l kF

(

Ω22 − Ω
2
1
)

− b '̇  ̇
kM

(

Ω23 + Ω
2
4 − Ω

2
1 − Ω

2
2
)

− c '̇ �̇

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

with a = Izz − Iyy, b = Ixx − Izz and c = Iyy − Ixx. The
linearized model for the aircraft attitude motion is thus ob-
tained, through a first-order Taylor expansion, where Eq. 13
is again used, giving the following expression:

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

Ixx '̈
Iyy �̈
Izz  ̈

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

=

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

l
√

kFmg
(

�Ω4 − �Ω3
)

+W ∗
z,'

l
√

kFmg
(

�Ω2 − �Ω1
)

+W ∗
z,�

�
(

�Ω4 + �Ω3 − �Ω1 − �Ω2
)

+W ∗
z, 

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

(18)

where � = kM
√

mg∕kF and

W ∗
z,' = −

l W̄z

2

√

kF
mg

(

�Ω4 − �Ω3
)

, (19)

W ∗
z,� = −

l W̄z

2

√

kF
mg

(

�Ω2 − �Ω1
)

, (20)

W ∗
z, = −

kMW̄z

2
√

kFmg

(

�Ω4 + �Ω3 − �Ω1 − �Ω2
)

, (21)

are the cross-coupled wind disturbance components.

Remark 2. The linear approximation of the aircraft model
allows all unknown wind force components to be gathered
into suitable disturbance terms. □

Remark 3. The x and y wind force components affect only
the aircraft linear motion under the assumption of small an-
gles, while component along z also has an impact on the
angular degrees of freedom. □

The observation of Remark 3 justifies the discussion of
the following two cases of increasing complexity: a hori-
zontal wind blowing along the xy-plane (leading to only two
unknown signals) and general wind involving six unknown
disturbances. For both cases, the control vector is defined as

U =
(

Ω1 − !0(0),Ω2 − !0(0),Ω3 − !0(0),Ω4 − !0(0)
)T ,

while the derivation of the state forms proceeds separately
as follows.

Finally, the above-obtained linearized model is based on
the so-called small-angle assumption, which holds when the
aircraft is close to the hovering configuration. Its adoption
introduces approximations whose accuracy diminishes with
the increase of the attitude angles and hence, contributes to
the overall model uncertainty generated also by all neglected
nonlinear terms. It should be noticed here that, in the pres-
ence of a strong wind, it may be necessary for any control
algorithm to violate the small-angle assumption. Indeed, to
accurately hover on a spot or track a trajectory, any adopted
controller needs to tilt the aircraft so that the projections of
the total thrust vector, along the x, y, and z axes, balance the
wind force components, which eventually may lead the air-
craft to attain roll and pitch angles that are far from zero. The
choice of adopting the linearized model is hence not con-
nected to seeking an extremely accurate model, yet a simpli-
fied one allowing, as it will be seen in the following sections,
an input-state estimator and a controller that are simple and
implementable even on low-cost setups. However, the ro-
bustness of the obtained solution with respect to model un-
certainties has to be checked a posteriori, as it will be done
afterward in the paper.

4.1.1. Horizontal Wind Scenario
When the wind gust is assumed to be horizontally blow-

ing, i.e. when W̄z = 0 for all t, it also holds

W ∗
z,z = W

∗
z,' = W

∗
z,� = W

∗
z, = 0 ,

for all t, and the unknown input signal vector reduces to

N = (Wx,Wy)T .

The corresponding equilibrium point is characterized by
F̄ = mg, x = xd , y = yd , z = zd , ' = � = 0,  =  d ,
while the desired values for the speed variables u, v,w, p, q,
and r are null. Having defined the aircraft state as

X =
(

x − xd , y − yd , z − zd , v, u, w, ', �,  −  d , p, q, r
)T ,
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one obtains, from the first two equations of Eq. 14, from
Eq. 16, and from Eq. 18, the following linear state form

Ẋ = A∗X + B∗U U + B(1)N N ,
Y = C X +DU U +D(1)N N ,

(22)

where

A∗ =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

03×3 I3×3 03×3 03×3

03×3
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

g s d g c d 0
−g c d g s d 0
0 0 0

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

03×3 03×3

03×3 03×3 03×3 I3×3
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

B∗U =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

0 0 0 0 0 bz 0 0 0 0 b� −b 
0 0 0 0 0 bz 0 0 0 0 −b� −b 
0 0 0 0 0 bz 0 0 0 −b' 0 b 
0 0 0 0 0 bz 0 0 0 b' 0 b 

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

T

,

B(1)N =
(

0 0 0 1∕m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1∕m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)T

,

with bz =
√

kF g∕m, b' = l
√

kFmg∕Ixx, b� =
l
√

kFmg∕Iyy, b = kM
√

mg∕kF ∕Izz, and DU and D(1)N
are null matrices of proper dimensions. Moreover, assuming
that linear and angular positions can be measured through
GPS and IMU sensors, respectively, the output matrix is

C =
(

I3×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 I3×3 03×3

)

. (23)

Finally, to apply the UIO theory described in Section 3,
it is necessary to obtain a discrete-time model for the aircraft
dynamics as in the form of Eq. 5. As usual, this result can
be achieved by sampling all continuous-time variables, and
thereby defining the discrete-time quantities

Xk = X(Tk) , Uk = U (Tk) ,
Nk = N(Tk) , Yk = Y (Tk) ,

(24)

where T is a suitable sample time and k is the discrete time
step, and by using e.g. the following Euler discretization

A = I12×12 + TA∗ , BU = TB∗U , BN = TB(1)N . (25)

4.1.2. General Wind Scenario
In case of wind blowing from a generic direction, and

thus also including a possibly non-null vertical component,
W̄z ≠ 0, the complete unknown input signal vector becomes

N = (Wx,Wy,W
∗
z,z,W

∗
z,',W

∗
z,� ,W

∗
z, )

T ,

and the aircraft dynamic model reads

Ẋ = A∗X + B∗U U + B(2)N N ,
Y = C X +DU U +D(2)N N ,

(26)

where

B(2)N =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

03×3
1
m I3×3 03×3 03×3

03×3 03×3 03×3

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

1
Ixx

0 0

0 1
Iyy

0

0 0 1
Izz

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

T

,

whereD(2)N is a null matrix of proper dimensions; in this way
the discrete-time quantities defined as in Eq. 24 evolve ac-
cording to the dynamic and input matrices

A = I12×12 + TA∗ , BU = TB∗U , BN = TB(2)N , (27)

the output matrix C defined as in Eq. 24, and the null matri-
ces DU and D(2)N , to which the UIO theory presented above
can be applied.

4.2. Realization of the UIO filters
The design of the UIO filters for both wind scenarios can

be obtained with the application of the theory presented in
Section 3, while their construction can be carried out by fol-
lowing similar steps as in Sundaram and Hadjicostis (2007).

4.2.1. Horizontal Wind Scenario
For the dynamic model in Eq. 22, the feasibility rank

condition (see Remark 1) is satisfied with delay L = 2,
thereby ensuring the existence of a UIO filter using, at every
instant, two consecutive output values. More precisely, the
direct computation of the UIO matrices yields the dynamic
matrix

E = 012×12 ,

the output injection matrix

F =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

Δ 03×3 F1,3 03×3 Δ 03×3
3Δ
2T 03×3 F2,3 03×3 F2,5 03×3
03×3

I3×3
3 03×3

I3×3
3 03×3

I3×3
3

03×3 − I3×3
2T 03×3 03×3 03×3

I3×3
2T

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

where Δ ∈ ℝ3×3 is a matrix with all null entries except for
Δ(3, 3) = 1∕3, F1,3 = I3×3 − 2Δ, F2,3 =

3Δ−I3×3
T , F2,5 =

2I3×3−3Δ
2T , and finally the input decoupling matrix of Eq. 11

given by

G =
(

02×3
m
T I2×2 02×13

)

.

4.2.2. General Wind Scenario
By repeating for the dynamic model in Eq. 26 the fea-

sibility rank condition (see again Remark 1), it is apparent
that the required delay is L = 2, also in this case. The ob-
tained UIO filter dynamic matrix E is null, while F and G
are reported in the Appendix.

Finally, by collecting Eq. 17, 19, 20, and 21, as in
(

W ∗
z,z,W

∗
z,',W

∗
z,� ,W

∗
z, 

)T
=M W̄z ,
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with

M =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

(

1 − 1
2

√

kF
mg

(

�Ω1 + �Ω2 + �Ω3 + �Ω4
)

)

− l
2

√

kF
mg

(

�Ω4 − �Ω3
)

− l
2

√

kF
mg

(

�Ω2 − �Ω1
)

− kM
2
√

kFmg

(

�Ω4 + �Ω3 − �Ω1 − �Ω2
)

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

the third component of the wind, W̄z, can be reconstructed
as

Ŵz =
(

MTM
)−1MT

(

W ∗
z,z,W

∗
z,',W

∗
z,� ,W

∗
z, 

)

. (28)

Remark 4. The approach proposed in Sundaram and Had-
jicostis (2007) requires that all four rotor speeds and all
three wind-force components be unavailable, leading to a
total of seven unknown inputs. The corresponding rank test
as in Remark 1, with mN = 7, fails to find an integer de-
lay L ∈ [1, 12], thus indicating that a UIO filter where all
inputs are considered unknown cannot be constructed. This
depends on the fact that, at hovering, the throttle force and
the z component of the wind are identically aligned (and thus
indistinguishable) In this case, a UIO filter such as the one
proposed, using the values of the rotor speeds, is instead re-
quired.

Remark 5. Since the general wind scenario includes the
more specific one with only horizontal wind, the UIO filter
derived for the 3D case can effectively produce a correct esti-
mate even whenWz = 0 for all t. However, when it is known
that the wind blows practically horizontally, it is convenient
to use the more compact UIO filter obtained in 4.2.1, which
avoids the calculation of Eq. 28 and involves smaller matri-
ces F and G. Furthermore, obtaining the 2D-scenario filter
from the 3D-case one is not immediate, since the dependency
on the system parameters is lost during the derivation of the
larger matrices F and G.

4.3. Position and Attitude Control and Recovery
A common strategy to cope with the aircraft underactu-

ation is by using the four-rotor inputs to directly control the
z position of the center of mass and the vehicle attitude (',
�,  ), and then to exploit roll and pitch as internal inputs,
which drive the remaining longitudinal x and lateral y posi-
tions (see e.g. Mahony et al. (2012)). As it is known, this ap-
proach gives rise to a cascaded proportional-derivative con-
troller, in which a first position controller generates the re-
quired thrust F and the commanded roll and pitch signals,
'c and �c , while a second attitude controller determines the
required torques �', �� , and � . Thrust and torques are then
converted to rotor speed commands by inverting Eq. 4. This
paper adopts and extends this approach here by assuming
that the wind force is constant or slowly varying, i.e.

Wx(t) = W̄x , Wy(t) = W̄y , Wz(t) = W̄z .

A possible way to derive such a regulator is presented below.

4.3.1. Horizontal Wind Scenario
In the case of a horizontally blowing wind, the third and

the fifth equations of the dynamic model in Eq. 22 read

ż = w , ẇ = bz(�Ω1 + �Ω2 + �Ω3 + �Ω4) , (29)

and its last six equations read

'̇ = p , �̇ = q ,  ̇ = r ,
ṗ = b'(�Ω4 − �Ω3) , q̇ = b�(�Ω1 − �Ω2) ,

ṙ = b (�Ω3 + �Ω4 − �Ω1 − �Ω2) ,
(30)

which can be rewritten as

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

z̈
'̈
�̈
 ̈

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

= Γ1

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

�Ω1
�Ω2
�Ω3
�Ω4

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

where

Γ1 =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

bz bz bz bz
0 0 −b' b'
b� −b� 0 0
−b −b b b 

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

By forcing the above equation to have the following conver-
gent dynamics

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

z̈
'̈
�̈
 ̈

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

=

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

−kz,2 ż − kz,1(z − zd)
−k',2 '̇ − k',1(' − 'c)
−k�,2 �̇ − k�,1(� − �c)
−k ,2  ̇ − k ,1( −  d)

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

def
=

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

�F
��'
���
�� 

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

with kz,i, k',i, k�,i, k ,i > 0, for i = {1, 2}, one obtains that
the first part of the controller can be described by the for-
mula:
(

�Ω1, �Ω2, �Ω3, �Ω4
)T = Γ−11

(

�F , ��', ��� , �� 
)T , (31)

where 'c and �c are command signals that are assumed to
be small, slowly changing, and that have still to be chosen.
Moreover, the remaining equations of (22) are given by

ẋ = u , ẏ = v ,
u̇ = g s d ' + g c d � + W̄x∕m ,
v̇ = −g c d ' + g s d � + W̄y∕m ,

which can be rewritten as
(

ẍ
ÿ

)

= Γ2

(

'
�

)

+ 1
m

(

W̄x
W̄y

)

,

with
Γ2 = g

(

s d c d
−c d s d

)

.

Imposing for the above equation the convergence behavior
described by

(

ẍ
ÿ

)

=
(

−kx,2 ẋ − kx,1(x − xd)
−ky,2 ẏ − ky,1(y − yd)

)

,
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with kx,i, ky,i > 0, for i = {1, 2}, one can obtain the best-
effort roll and pitch command signals

(

'c
�c

)

= Γ−12

(

−kx,2 ẋ − kx,1(x − xd) −
1
mŴx

−ky,2 ẏ − ky,1(y − yd) −
1
mŴy

)

,

where Ŵx and Ŵy are the available estimates of the wind
gust force, which completes the structure of the cascaded
controller. Equivalently, one can combine the compensa-
tion term of the wind with the desired x and y positions, by
rewriting the above expression as follows

(

'c
�c

)

= Γ−12

(

−kx,2 ẋ − kx,1(x − x∗d)
−ky,2 ẏ − ky,1(y − y∗d)

)

, (32)

with

x∗d = xd −
1

kx,1m
Ŵx , y∗d = yd −

1
ky,1m

Ŵy . (33)

Finally, since all involved dynamic equations are of second
order, the simplest choice for the parameters of the con-
trollers is

k',1 = k�,1 = k ,1 = �2a , k',2 = k�,2 = k ,2 = 2�a ,
kx,1 = ky,1 = kz,1 = �2p , kx,2 = ky,2 = kz,2 = 2�p ,

(34)

where −�a < 0 and −�p < 0 are the desired eigenvalues
characterizing the aircraft attitude and position dynamics,
respectively. In order to enforce the underlying condition
that 'c and �c be slowly varying with respect to the attitude
regulation dynamics, it must also be �a ≫ �p. Fig. 2 shows
the position and attitude controller in the general system ar-
chitecture.

4.3.2. General Wind Scenario
In the presence of wind also with a non-null vertical

component, it follows from the linearized model in Eq. 26,
that the second equation of (29) and the fourth, fifth, and
sixth equations of (30) become

ẇ = bz(�Ω1 + �Ω2 + �Ω3 + �Ω4) +
1
mW

∗
z,z ,

ṗ = b'(�Ω4 − �Ω3)
1
Ixx
W ∗
z,' ,

q̇ = b�(�Ω1 − �Ω2) +
1
Iyy
W ∗
z,� ,

ṙ = b (�Ω3 + �Ω4 − �Ω1 − �Ω2) +
1
Izz
W ∗
z, .

With straightforward calculations, like the horizontal wind
case, it can be found that Eq. 31 generalizes to

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

�Ω1
�Ω2
�Ω3
�Ω4

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

= Γ−11

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

−kz,2 ż − kz,1(z − z∗d)
−k',2 '̇ − k',1(' − 'c) −

1
Ixx
Ŵ ∗
z,'

−k�,2 �̇ − k�,1(� − �c) −
1
Iyy
Ŵ ∗
z,�

−k ,2  ̇ − k ,1( −  ∗d )

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

(35)

Table 1
Erlecopter’s parameters.

Parameters Value Unit

Aircraft’s Mass, m 1.12 [Kg]
Inertia along x, Ixx 3.48 ⋅ 10−2 [Kg⋅m2]
Inertia along y, Iyy 4.59 ⋅ 10−2 [Kg⋅m2]
Inertia along z, Izz 9.77 ⋅ 10−2 [Kg⋅m2]

Axle length, l 0.141 [m]

Thrust constant, kF 8.55 ⋅ 10−4 [N⋅m/rad2]
Drag constant, kM 1.60 ⋅ 10−2 [N⋅m/rad2]

where

z∗d = zd −
1

kz,1m
Ŵ ∗
z,z ,  

∗
d =  d −

1
k ,1Izz

Ŵ ∗
z, , (36)

and Ŵ ∗
z,z, Ŵ

∗
z,', Ŵ

∗
z,� , Ŵ

∗
z, are the estimated cross-coupled

wind components. The remainder of the controller regulat-
ing the x and y positions maintains the same structure as
above.

Remark 6. It should be noticed that a transversal wind, i.e.
a wind blowing in any direction, mainly occurs only when the
quadrotor hovers close to a hill or a very irregular ground.
Horizontal components are typically much more intense and
frequent than the vertical ones. Moreover, the assumption of
a practically horizontal wind gust, in which the vertical com-
ponent is negligible, allows obtaining a simpler and smaller
state-input observer (UIO), which can be of benefit for low-
cost aircraft systems with less computational power.

5. Simulation and Experimental Validation
This section presents the validation of the proposed ap-

proach using an Erlecopter Aircraft platform. Tests and
results are presented by increasing complexity, starting
from Matlab/Simulink simulation, to ROS/Gazebo emula-
tion, and finally to real experiments.

5.1. Simulink-based Validation
As a first validation step, the quadrotor linearized model

derived in Section 4-A1), the UIO filter obtained in Sec-
tion 4-B1), and the pose recovery scheme of Section 4-
C) have been implemented in the Matlab/Simulink environ-
ment. The purpose of this first step is to show the “core”
behavior of the proposed method in ideal conditions, with-
out the presence ofmodel uncertainties due to nonlinearities,
delays due to the dynamics of the propellers, and noise mea-
surement. The parameters of the Erlecopter which have been
identified are available from data-sheets and are reported in
Table 1. The aircraft dynamic model has been simulated in
continuous time, while the UIO filter has been designed with
a first-order Euler time-discretization of the model as shown
in Eq. 24 and 25 and afterwards implemented at 100Hz (thus
with T = 10−2 s). The controlled system has been tested for
its ability to execute two typical tasks with horizontal wind
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Figure 3: Results from a Matlab/Simulink simulation run with horizontal wind gusts. The controlled quadrotor quickly reaches
a desired position of xd = 1 m, yd = 1 m, zd = 2 m and  d = 5 ⋅ 10−2 rad. As the wind-gust series starts at t = 15 s, the UIO
rapidly reconstructs the wind-force component signals and provides their values to the pose recovery controller. The controller
commands rotor speed signals that ensure a sufficient total thrust and lead to suitable roll and pitch angles. From t = 38 s,
the quadrotor starts tracking a spiral trajectory, while the wind-gust series continues to be present. It can be observed that the
small-value hypothesis for the roll and pitch angles is always satisfied. Gust amplitudes are Wx,m = 1.2 N and Wy,m = 0.8 N,
gust lengths are dx,m = dy,m = 0.5 m, and gust frequencies are fx = fy = 0.5 rad/s. State and unknown wind estimates are very
accurate.

gust bursts: 1) hovering maintenance and 2) spiral trajec-
tory tracking. The first task aims to evaluate the controlled
aircraft’s resilience to largely changing winds when trying
to keep a constant position, like during a photography oper-
ation or on-the-spot object manipulation. The second task
intends to assess its capacity to follow curved paths while
ascending or descending along the z-axis, which is useful
when the quadrotor has to circle a target point while landing
or taking off. The general case with a generic wind is omit-
ted here for lack of space and will be directly shown in the
next step.

Wind gusts are modeled according to the Military Speci-
fication MIL-F-8785C Military Specification (1980), which
is commonly used to assess airplane responses to large wind
disturbances. The mathematical representation of a wind
gust force along each component Wi, with i ∈ {x, y}, is
the following:

Wi =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

0 �i < 0 ,
Wi,m
2

(

1 − cos
(

��i
di,m

))

0 ≤ �i ≤ di,m ,
Wi,m �i > di,m ,

where Wi,m is the gust amplitude, di,m is the distance from
the start of the gust to the point at which the gust velocity
reaches a maximum, and �i is the distance the aircraft has
penetrated the gust, which is dynamically updated in accor-
dance with the motion of the aircraft itself. For a more in-
depth description and motivation of the model, the reader
can also see the reference Etele (2006). To obtain wind gust

bursts, the amplitudeWi,m is chosen as a time-parameterized
sinusoid function with unitary amplitude and frequency fi,
i.e.

Wi,m(t) = sin(2�fi t) .

The same wind gust model is also used in the next step vali-
dationwith ROS/Gazebo, whichwill be presented in the next
subsection.

Fig. 3 reports the results obtained and shows the effec-
tiveness of the proposed estimation and control methods. It
can be seen that the controlled quadrotor quickly reaches a
desired position in the first phase. Then, as the wind-gust se-
ries starts, the UIO rapidly reconstructs the wind-force com-
ponent signals and provides their values to the pose recov-
ery controller. The controller commands rotor speed signals
that ensure a sufficient total thrust and lead to suitable roll
and pitch angles. Indeed, the internal commands 'c and �c
reach steady-state values satisfying the relationship in Eq 33.
The controller can instantaneously compensate for the effect
of the wind, to maintain the quadrotor position constant. In
the last part of the simulation, the quadrotor starts tracking
a spiral trajectory, while the wind-gust series continues to
be present. It can be observed that the small-value hypothe-
sis for the roll and pitch angles is always satisfied during the
simulation.
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5.2. ROS/Gazebo-based Software-in-the-Loop
(SITL) Validation

As a second validation step, the proposed solution has
been tested within a ROS/Gazebo-based framework at least
for the following three reasons: 1) to test and assess the al-
gorithm’s robustness to model and measurement uncertain-
ties, 2) to show the independence of the proposed estimator
with respect to the controller used, provided that the infor-
mation about the rotor speeds is available, and 3) to obtain
a SITL validation of the proposed software implementation,
later enabling us to proceed with its direct upload on the real
Erlecopter platform without the need to change or re-tune
any control parameter.

To ensure complete software compatibility with the Er-
lecopter Brain 3 interface, ROS Indigo distribution and
Gazebo 4 have been used. In particular, the architecture im-
plemented is as follows: 1) ROS provides amiddleware layer
for the SITL emulation, 2) the Gazebo software provides a
reliable simulation platform for the aircraft physics, includ-
ing wind gust forces, and 3) a Matlab/Simulink scheme im-
plements the proposed UIO filter. Gazebo receives the ro-
tor speeds from subscribed ROS topics and publishes the
aircraft pose (position and attitude) to ROS, while the Mat-
lab/Simulink node subscribes and receives these pose topics.

The Erlecopter dynamics simulated in Gazebo is equiva-
lent to the full nonlinear model described in Sun et al. (2020)
(cf. Eq. 1-6 in the reference), where only the aerodynamic
yaw damping coefficient  is neglected, i.e.  = 0. The
model also includes the four propellers’ dynamics and satu-
ration and measurement noise.

The first simulation has been done in a hybrid modality,
by using the proposed UIO filter, designed for a horizon-
tal wind scenario, in combination with the Ardupilot con-
troller. This aimed at showing one of the appealing fea-
tures of the proposed method, which is the possibility to
be easily plugged in within existing commercial solutions,
thereby enabling a fast technological transfer. The simula-
tion has required the Erlecopter system to execute a takeoff-
and-hovering task with the presence of a constant horizon-
tal wind force of amplitude N = (W̄x, W̄y) = (1.2, 0.8)
N. Fig. 4 shows the obtained results when, starting from
X(0) = 012×1, the drone is required to move to xd = 0
m, yd = 0 m, zd = 9 m, and  d = −1.15 rad. As it can
be seen, the UIO filter can accurately reconstruct the two
wind components. As the Ardupilot controller is used as a
black box, the desired positions and yaw angle are corrected
to the values, (x∗d , y

∗
d , z

∗
d)
T and yaw angle  ∗d from Eq. 33

and 36, in order to compensate for the effect of the estimated
wind. The figure shows that the controller asymptotically
tracks the original desired pose. A small difference in the
rotor speeds at the hovering configuration can be observed,
with Ω1 ≃ Ω2 > Ω3 ≃ Ω4, which causes a final very small
yet non-zero yaw torque, and is due to the slow adjustment
of the yaw angle commanded by the Ardupilot when close
to the desired one  d . This final slow variation of the yaw
can be seen in the left-bottom graph of the picture. Notwith-
standing that the controller is encapsulated within the Er-

lecopter Brain Interface, the UIO filter can effectively re-
trieve the wind components within few seconds and before
the aircraft reaches the desired steady-state

The second simulation aims at showing the results ob-
tained by using the proposed full solution (estimator + lin-
ear regulator) with the most general scenario, in which the
aircraft is required to track a spiral trajectory while generic-
direction wind gusts are present. Fig. 5 presents the out-
comes of the SITL validation with a wind gust of amplitude
N = (W̄x, W̄y, W̄z) = (−0.5, 0.8, 1.2) N. The UIO filter is
the one obtained as in Section 4-B2), with the linear relation
of Eq. 28 used to compensate for W̄z. As can be seen from
the plots, the wind force is estimated with a relative error of
about 0.1%.

It is finally worth comparing the estimation and track-
ing performance of the proposed method with those ob-
tained by the hybrid UIO+Ardupilot solution, and the re-
cently proposed MPC-based solution described in Kamel
et al. (2017). Fig. 6 compares typical behaviors of the con-
trolled Erlecopter, obtained via ROS/Gazebo SITL simula-
tions when the aircraft is required to hover and is subject to a
horizontal yet constant wind. In the simulation, the Ardupi-
lot is provided with desired positions, corrected according
to the UIO information as in Eq. 33 and 36. Since the com-
parison is performed with the proposed linear controller, the
linear MPC from Kamel et al. (2017) is selected, with de-
fault controller values. In the simulation with the proposed
approach, the proportional and derivative gains have been
chosen as �p = 0.18 and �a = 1.8, to be compliant with the
ones of theMPC. Remarkably, all three solutions are capable
of dealing with the presence of noise. However, in the two
simulations with the implemented UIO, the wind estimation
is faster and the achieved accuracy is much higher (the aver-
age relative estimation error is below 0.1%along every direc-
tion) than the ones obtained with the MPC approach (where
the average relative estimation error is around 3.2% for the
x and y directions and 41% for the z component). As for the
tracking skills, the proposed solution performs better than
the MPC, which is, in turn, more effective than the Ardupi-
lot. However, it is also noteworthy that a larger steady-state
error of the yaw angle occurs when the MPC is adopted.

Furthermore, as observed above, the robustness of the
proposed solution, that is based on the linearized model,
has to be check with respect to the possible violation of the
small-angle assumption. To this purpose, as a final evalua-
tion step within the ROS/Gazebo environment, it is worth as-
sessing the applicability of our proposed estimation and con-
trol solution with sudden and large step-wise winds, which
represents a condition even more challenging than that of a
real smoothed wind gust. According to the Beaufort wind
force scale, adopted in many countries, a storm is charac-
terized by a wind-gust series with horizontal speed compo-
nents �x, �y ∈ [24.5, 28.4]m/s and wavelength � ∈ [9, 12.5]
m. The corresponding wind forcesWx andWy affecting the
quadrotor depend on the air density � and the quadrotor sec-
tions Sx, Sy exposed to the wind. Using the formula re-
ported below in Eq. 37, the worst-case speed of 28.4m/s ap-
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Figure 4: ROS/Gazebo-based validation of the hybrid solution with the proposed UIO filter, designed for a horizontal wind
scenario, used in combination with the Ardupilot controller. The Erlecopter is required to takeoff up to xd = 0 m, yd = 0 m,
zd = 9 m, with required yaw of  d = −1.15 rad, while the wind amplitude is N =

(

W̄x, W̄y
)

= (1.2, 0.8) N.
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Figure 5: ROS/Gazebo SITL validation with a general wind gust of force components N = (W̄x, W̄y, W̄z) = (−0.5, 0.8, 1.2) N. The
UIO filter can estimate the wind with a high accuracy and the linear controller allows accurate tracking of a spiral trajectory.

proximately corresponds to a wind force of 9.7618 N. Fig. 7
illustrates the behavior of the controlled Erlecopter, closed
in the loop with the proposed UIO filter and linear controller
when a step wind force of N = (11, 10, 7)T N is instanta-
neously applied. It can be observed that even though our
solution has been designed under the assumption of small
roll ' and pitch � angles, it can successfully handle also
the large and sudden wind gust case. Steady-state roll and
pitch angles are about 0.86 rad (49.27 degrees) and−0.94 rad
(−53.85 degrees), respectively, which are clearly far from
the small-angle hypothesis. An exact characterization of the
region of attraction of the controlled system, attained by us-
ing our linear controller, is a task depending on the aircraft’s
mass, inertia, actuator saturation, etc, and is out of the scope

of the present work. Most importantly, the simulation shows
that such a region is not small and that the proposed solution
has a large validity.

5.3. Experimental Validation
As the final step in the validation process, experiments

on a real Erlecopter platform have been carried out within a
scenario with a time-varying horizontal wind. The exper-
imental setup includes an Erlecopter platform and a base
station, which are connected to the local network. From
a hardware perspective, the electronics of the aircraft con-
sist of a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B computer board, four
brushless DC motors, and four Electronic Speed Controllers
(ESC) for regulating the propeller speeds. It also includes
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Figure 6: Estimation and tracking performance comparison
obtained via the proposed method (blue), the hybrid solution
of the UIO filter and the Ardupilot controller (cyan), and the
MPC proposed in Kamel et al. (2017) (red), when the Er-
lecopter is required to hover at one point while affected by a
horizontal wind force of constant amplitude N = (1.2, 0.8, 0)
N.

a WIFI dongle to communicate via TCP/IP with the base
station, from which the quadrotor system receives the de-
sired position (xd , yd , zd ,  d), a built-in uBlox Neo-8MGPS
sensor for the measurement of the center of mass position,
(x, y, z), and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) with a
compass sensor for the measurement of the aircraft atti-
tude (', �,  ). From a software viewpoint, the aircraft com-
puter mounts a Raspbian OS running the following relevant
processes: 1) an onboard ROS Indigo distribution acting
as a server node and providing the ROS publish-subscribe
abstraction layer for the other processes; 2) two publisher
ROS nodes reading data from the GPS and IMU+Compass
sensors, respectively, 3) a Matlab/Simulink-compiled ROS-
node implementing the proposed UIO, already used dur-
ing the ROS/Gazebo validation, which is subscribed to the
desired aircraft pose specified by the base station and to
the commanded rotor speeds, and which publishes the es-
timated wind force components, (Ŵx, Ŵy, Ŵz), and the de-
sired pose, (x∗d , y

∗
d , z

∗
d ,  

∗
d ) according to Eq. 33 and 36, and

4) an Erle-Brain Ardupilot node which is subscribed to cor-
rect the desired pose and publishes the commanded rotor
speeds, (Ω1,Ω2,Ω3,Ω4).

Moreover, the base station consists of a two-dimensional
anemometer sensor and a PC. In particular, ground-truth in-

formation about the norm and direction of the horizontal
wind speed is measured by an R30M 3-cup rotor sensor and
a wind vane, respectively (see Fig. 1). Such information is
sampled by a Campbell Scientific CR1000 datalogger and
finally transferred to the PC via an RS232 connection port.
The measured wind speed components, �x and �y, are con-
verted to the corresponding wind force components,Wx and
Wy, according to the known formula:

Wi = �Sx �2i , for i ∈ {x, y} , (37)

where � ≈ 1.225Kg/m3 is the air density at sea level, and the
quadrotor lateral sections, for small roll and pitch, can be ap-
proximated as Sx = Sy = 9.88 ⋅ 10−3 m2. The PC mounts a
Linux OS and runs the following two relevant processes: 1)
a ROS node acting as a remote client of the ROS server on-
board the aircraft; an APMArdupilot Mission Planner node,
receiving the desired position and heading information spec-
ified by the end-user via its Graphical User Interface (GUI),
and communicating it to the ROS server via MAVlink; 2) a
subscriber-only ROS node saving synchronized data about
the ground truth and the wind estimated by the UIO node.
A block scheme depicting the above-described data flow is
reported in Fig. 8.

The experiment aims at validating the effectiveness of
the proposed approach in reality, within an outdoor scenario
with a horizontal wind acting on the aircraft. Specifically,
the scope is to highlight the differences from the simulated
results and to assess the accuracy of the obtained wind es-
timation and attained pose. The experiment also aims at
verifying the real feasibility of the hybrid solution, where
the proposed UIO is used in combination with the existing
Ardupilot controller. During the test, the quadrotor is re-
quired to take off and hover at around 0.5 meter-height and
then reach the desired position xd = yd = 0, zd = 3 m and
 d = 3 rad. The anemometer sensors are placed at around
1-meter distance and the same height as the desired hover-
ing position. The results of the experiment are illustrated in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The small difference in the rotor speeds,
which appears in pairs, is coherent with that observed dur-
ing the ROS/Gazebo-based simulation of Fig. 4, in which the
Erlecopter is also hovering. This confirms that the CAD and
dynamic models used for the Erlecopter are very accurate.
The UIO filter can successfully estimate the horizontal wind
force components with an average relative estimation error
of about 1.12% and 0.78% along the x and y-axis. The ro-
tor speeds commanded by the Ardupilot controller are also
coherent with the simulations. The obtained average relative
tracking errors along x, y, z, and are 0.26%, 0.27%, 0.18%,
and 0.17%, respectively, thus showing good accuracy of the
method. It is very important to notice that the actual feasibil-
ity of this hybrid solution proves a possible rapid technology
transfer to existing comment platforms.

While a real experiment with a wind force signal belong-
ing to the storm category is not easy to be performed, the
control signals commanded by the proposed approach are
feasible even with a low-cost aircraft system, such as the Er-
lecopter. To show this, consider a wind with a speed of 28.4
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Figure 7: ROS/Gazebo-based testing of the controlled Erlecopter, closed in the loop with the proposed proposed UIO and linear
controller, under the occurrence of a sudden and large step-wise wind. A step-wise wind force signal of storm category with
magnitude N = (11, 10, 7)T N is successfully reconstructed and its effect compensated. Controller gains are �a = 0.4 and �p = 4.
Steady-state roll and pitch angles are about 0.86 rad (49.27 degrees) and −0.94 rad (−53.85 degrees), respectively, which are
clearly far from the small angle hypothesis. This reveals a large applicability of the proposed method.
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', ✓, 

<latexit sha1_base64="0e3Wxml+G/tnzzh4iXkaNChyuMw=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZrAILqQkKuqy6MZlBfuANoTJZNIOnTyYmYg1FPwVNy4Ucet3uPNvnLRZaOuBuRzOuZd753gJZ1JZ1rdRWlhcWl4pr1bW1jc2t8ztnZaMU0Fok8Q8Fh0PS8pZRJuKKU47iaA49Dhte8Pr3G/fUyFZHN2pUUKdEPcjFjCClZZcc+/B9Y/RKC+Peeklkrm+a1atmjUBmid2QapQoOGaXz0/JmlII0U4lrJrW4lyMiwUI5yOK71U0gSTIe7TrqYRDql0ssn5Y3SoFR8FsdAvUmii/p7IcCjlKPR0Z4jVQM56ufif101VcOlkLEpSRSMyXRSkHKkY5VkgnwlKFB9pgolg+lZEBlhgonRiFR2CPfvledI6qdnntdPbs2r9qoijDPtwAEdgwwXU4QYa0AQCGTzDK7wZT8aL8W58TFtLRjGzC39gfP4AdIGUiA==</latexit>

xd, yd, zd, d

<latexit sha1_base64="hO+YdBCl6d95EEqzJ7DglIJZ75Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lURFPRa9eLOC/YA2lM120i7d3cTdjVBC/4QXD4p49e9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJpxp43nfztLyyuraemGjuLm1vbNb2ttv6DhVFOs05rFqhUQjZxLrhhmOrUQhESHHZji8mfjNJ1SaxfLBjBIMBOlLFjFKjJVanTuBfdJl3VLZq3hTuIvEz0kZctS6pa9OL6apQGkoJ1q3fS8xQUaUYZTjuNhJNSaEDkkf25ZKIlAH2fTesXtslZ4bxcqWNO5U/T2REaH1SIS2UxAz0PPeRPzPa6cmugoyJpPUoKSzRVHKXRO7k+fdHlNIDR9ZQqhi9laXDogi1NiIijYEf/7lRdI4rfgXlbP783L1Oo+jAIdwBCfgwyVU4RZqUAcKHJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Zq1LTj5zAH/gfP4A38OP3w==</latexit>

⌦i

<latexit sha1_base64="b6fguHNQiC1dQ86p2xGcTCTzL7Y=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnCYBFEpCQq6rLoxmUF+4A2hslk0g6dTMLMRKyhKzf+ihsXirj1G9z5N06aLLT1wHAP59zLnXu8mFGpLOvbmJmdm19YLC2Vl1dW19bNjc2mjBKBSQNHLBJtD0nCKCcNRRUj7VgQFHqMtLzBZea37oiQNOI3ahgTJ0Q9TgOKkdKSa+7cu/7twSEc5uUhL91Y0oy5ZsWqWmPAaWIXpAIK1F3zq+tHOAkJV5ghKTu2FSsnRUJRzMio3E0kiREeoB7paMpRSKSTjs8YwT2t+DCIhH5cwbH6eyJFoZTD0NOdIVJ9Oell4n9eJ1HBuZNSHieKcJwvChIGVQSzTKBPBcGKDTVBWFD9V4j7SCCsdHJlHYI9efI0aR5V7dPq8fVJpXZRxFEC22AX7AMbnIEauAJ10AAYPIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PvLWGaOY2QJ/YHz+ABIGlvg=</latexit>

x⇤
d, y

⇤
d, z⇤d , ⇤

d

<latexit sha1_base64="kTgIviaqcfhX7C1pGxUTxFVFKbQ=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SlLgaL4EJKoqIui25cVrAXaEOYTCft0MmFmYkYQzdufBU3LhRx6zu4822ctkG09YeBj/+cw5nzezFnUlnWl1GYm19YXCoul1ZW19Y3zM2thowSQWidRDwSLQ9LyllI64opTluxoDjwOG16g8tRvXlLhWRReKPSmDoB7oXMZwQrbbnmbqePFWq6d4cop/SH7l2zbFWssdAs2DmUIVfNNT873YgkAQ0V4VjKtm3FysmwUIxwOix1EkljTAa4R9saQxxQ6WTjK4ZoXztd5EdCv1Chsft7IsOBlGng6c4Aq76cro3M/2rtRPnnTsbCOFE0JJNFfsKRitAoEtRlghLFUw2YCKb/ikgfC0yUDq6kQ7CnT56FxlHFPq0cX5+Uqxd5HEXYgT04ABvOoApXUIM6EHiAJ3iBV+PReDbejPdJa8HIZ7bhj4yPby7Slxs=</latexit>

Ŵx, Ŵy, Ŵz

<latexit sha1_base64="oI/SI3kwa7dM0LPYokv7wvpPlFw=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RERT0WvXisYJtCG8Jmu2mXbjZxdyOG0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnStv2t1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7bRWnktAWiXksOwFWlDNBW5ppTjuJpDgKOHWD0c3Edx+pVCwW9zpLqBfhgWAhI1gbqeP6TyfI9TO/WrPr9hRokTgFqUGBpl/96vVjkkZUaMKxUl3HTrSXY6kZ4XRc6aWKJpiM8IB2DRU4osrLp/eO0ZFR+iiMpSmh0VT9PZHjSKksCkxnhPVQzXsT8T+vm+rwysuZSFJNBZktClOOdIwmz6M+k5RonhmCiWTmVkSGWGKiTUQVE4Iz//IiaZ/WnYv62d15rXFdxFGGAziEY3DgEhpwC01oAQEOz/AKb9aD9WK9Wx+z1pJVzOzDH1ifP0baj3s=</latexit>

Wx, Wy

<latexit sha1_base64="q7AGC7wzYyi3uBJ3etViw2IgTaw=">AAACAnicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloEI0JyIkqsgGBJQBGspEIg8psaLz+ZyccvZZd2tEZEU0/AoNBQjR8hV0/A2XxAUkTDWa2dXOjp8IrsFxvq2FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr297ZbWiZKsrqVAqpWj7RTPCY1YGDYK1EMRL5gjX9wc3Yb94zpbmM72CYMC8ivZiHnBIwUtfe70S+fMhqKQmUBKnwFVdUkRBGXbvklJ0J8Dxxc1JCOapd+6sTSJpGLAYqiNZt10nAy4gCTgUbFTupZgmhA9JjbUNjEjHtZZMXRvjIKAEOTYBQxoAn6u+NjERaDyPfTEYE+nrWG4v/ee0Uwksv43GSAovp9FCYCgwSj/vAAVeMghgaQqjiJiumfaIIBdNa0ZTgzr48TxonZfe8fFo7K1Wu8zoK6AAdomPkogtUQbeoiuqIokf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sd0dMHKd/bQH1ifP+iMl8Q=</latexit>

Quadrotor Aircraft

<latexit sha1_base64="bCDgCgmqfttkLrL8mM7m70rY3c4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBIvgqsyoqMtSNy4r2ge0Q8mkmTY0jyHJiGWov+LGhSJu/RB3/o3pdBbaeuDC4Zx7k3tPGDOqjed9O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fP3T9oaZkoTJpYMqk6IdKEUUGahhpGOrEiiIeMtMPx9cxvPxClqRT3ZhKTgKOhoBHFyFip75Z7PJSPad0+Ae9MJk77bsWrehngMvFzUgE5Gn33qzeQOOFEGMyQ1l3fi02QImUoZmRa6iWaxAiP0ZB0LRWIEx2k2fJTeGyVAYyksiUMzNTfEyniWk94aDs5MiO96M3E/7xuYqKrIKUiTgwReP5RlDBoJJwlAQdUEWzYxBKEFbW7QjxCCmFj8yrZEPzFk5dJ67TqX1TPbs8rtXoeRxEcgiNwAnxwCWrgBjRAE2AwAc/gFbw5T86L8+58zFsLTj5TBn/gfP4A8HqU+A==</latexit>

Base Station

<latexit sha1_base64="0e3Wxml+G/tnzzh4iXkaNChyuMw=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZrAILqQkKuqy6MZlBfuANoTJZNIOnTyYmYg1FPwVNy4Ucet3uPNvnLRZaOuBuRzOuZd753gJZ1JZ1rdRWlhcWl4pr1bW1jc2t8ztnZaMU0Fok8Q8Fh0PS8pZRJuKKU47iaA49Dhte8Pr3G/fUyFZHN2pUUKdEPcjFjCClZZcc+/B9Y/RKC+Peeklkrm+a1atmjUBmid2QapQoOGaXz0/JmlII0U4lrJrW4lyMiwUI5yOK71U0gSTIe7TrqYRDql0ssn5Y3SoFR8FsdAvUmii/p7IcCjlKPR0Z4jVQM56ufif101VcOlkLEpSRSMyXRSkHKkY5VkgnwlKFB9pgolg+lZEBlhgonRiFR2CPfvledI6qdnntdPbs2r9qoijDPtwAEdgwwXU4QYa0AQCGTzDK7wZT8aL8W58TFtLRjGzC39gfP4AdIGUiA==</latexit>

xd, yd, zd, d

<latexit sha1_base64="kTgIviaqcfhX7C1pGxUTxFVFKbQ=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SlLgaL4EJKoqIui25cVrAXaEOYTCft0MmFmYkYQzdufBU3LhRx6zu4822ctkG09YeBj/+cw5nzezFnUlnWl1GYm19YXCoul1ZW19Y3zM2thowSQWidRDwSLQ9LyllI64opTluxoDjwOG16g8tRvXlLhWRReKPSmDoB7oXMZwQrbbnmbqePFWq6d4cop/SH7l2zbFWssdAs2DmUIVfNNT873YgkAQ0V4VjKtm3FysmwUIxwOix1EkljTAa4R9saQxxQ6WTjK4ZoXztd5EdCv1Chsft7IsOBlGng6c4Aq76cro3M/2rtRPnnTsbCOFE0JJNFfsKRitAoEtRlghLFUw2YCKb/ikgfC0yUDq6kQ7CnT56FxlHFPq0cX5+Uqxd5HEXYgT04ABvOoApXUIM6EHiAJ3iBV+PReDbejPdJa8HIZ7bhj4yPby7Slxs=</latexit>

Ŵx, Ŵy, Ŵz

<latexit sha1_base64="A5D412aLi6/K+s+zoEJ8Hw9iDv8=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0qMeiF48VTFtIQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5UcqZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRWyeZItQnCU9UN8Kaciapb5jhtJsqikXEaSca3838zhNVmiXy0UxSGgo8lCxmBBsr+R4KRNiv1ty6OwdaJV5BalCg1a9+9QYJyQSVhnCsdeC5qQlzrAwjnE4rvUzTFJMxHtLAUokF1WE+P3aKzqwyQHGibEmD5urviRwLrScisp0Cm5Fe9mbif16QmfgmzJlMM0MlWSyKM45MgmafowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYfCo2BG/55VXSvqh7V/XLh0ateVvEUYYTOIVz8OAamnAPLfCBAINneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kD/86OKg==</latexit>

1[m]

<latexit sha1_base64="F2Ckoqk+J1YetYXkHzjKl1i0/rM=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80jUo14w2mpNLtgBouRcwbKFDydqI5jQLJW8Hoduq3nrg2QsUPOE64H9FBLELBKFqp2R1SJO1eueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9V75q9tXLI14jExSYzqem6CfUY2CST4pdVPDE8pGdMA7lsY04sbPZtdOyIlV+iRU2laMZKb+nshoZMw4CmxnRHFoFr2p+J/XSTG89jMRJynymM0XhakkqMj0ddIXmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQBlSyIXiLLy+T5lnVu6ye319Uajd5HEU4gmM4BQ+uoAZ3UIcGMHiEZ3iFN0c5L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5AxMUjs8=</latexit>

X̂
<latexit sha1_base64="/+Yad7p0jl7YHNo0nfqrFvApxWg=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lVUY9FL3qygtsW26Vk02wbmk2WJCuWpf/CiwdFvPpvvPlvTNs9aPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2rjul1NYWFxaXimultbWNza3yts7DS1TRahPJJeqFWJNORPUN8xw2koUxXHIaTMcXk785gNVmklxZ0YJDWLcFyxiBBsr3XfiUD5m/vXNuFuuuFV3CvSXeDmpQI56t/zZ6UmSxlQYwrHWbc9NTJBhZRjhdFzqpJommAxxn7YtFTimOsimF4/RgVV6KJLKljBoqv6cyHCs9SgObWeMzUDPexPxP6+dmug8yJhIUkMFmS2KUo6MRJP3UY8pSgwfWYKJYvZWRAZYYWJsSCUbgjf/8l/SOKp6p9Xj25NK7SKPowh7sA+H4MEZ1OAK6uADAQFP8AKvjnaenTfnfdZacPKZXfgF5+MblBaQ3Q==</latexit>

UIO

<latexit sha1_base64="hQVLaM1YOOx5+nTXXUpB8cvxKT0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69LAbBU9hVUY8hIniMYB6QLGF20psMmccyMxsMS/7EiwdFvPon3vwbJ8keNFrQUFR1090VJYxq4/tfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d1z9w+aWqaKQINIJlU7whoYFdAw1DBoJwowjxi0otHNzG+NQWkqxYOZJBByPBA0pgQbK/Vct8sj+ZjdKgY1hamY9tyyX/Hn8P6SICdllKPecz+7fUlSDsIQhrXuBH5iwgwrQwmDaambakgwGeEBdCwVmIMOs/nlU+/EKn0vlsqWMN5c/TmRYa71hEe2k2Mz1MveTPzP66Qmvg4zKpLUgCCLRXHKPCO9WQxenyoghk0swURRe6tHhlhhYmxYJRtCsPzyX9I8qwSXlfP7i3K1lsdRREfoGJ2iAF2hKrpDddRABI3RE3pBr07mPDtvzvuiteDkM4foF5yPb9zlk9E=</latexit>

ErleBrain

<latexit sha1_base64="Ryue9Ird6aFudMafB62s484qgPk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vsS7dBIvgqsyoqMuqGzeFCvYB7VAyadqG5jEkGWkZ5lfcuFDErT/izr8x085CqwcCh3PO5d6cMGJUG8/7cgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu6eu19uaRkrTJpYMqk6IdKEUUGahhpGOpEiiIeMtMPJbea3H4nSVIoHM4tIwNFI0CHFyFip75Z7PJTT5LpRh3Wqs1jadyte1ZsD/iV+TiogR6PvfvYGEsecCIMZ0rrre5EJEqQMxYykpV6sSYTwBI1I11KBONFBMr89hcdWGcChVPYJA+fqz4kEca1nPLRJjsxYL3uZ+J/Xjc3wKkioiGJDBF4sGsYMGgmzIuCAKoINm1mCsKL2VojHSCFsbF0lW4K//OW/pHVa9S+qZ/fnldpNXkcRHIIjcAJ8cAlq4A40QBNgMAVP4AW8Oqnz7Lw574towclnDsAvOB/f1AGUUQ==</latexit>

APM Mission

<latexit sha1_base64="0ZRZbTZuyxoLz6aHI0w3GIwTaKk=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyqqMdgEDxGNA9MljA7mU2GzGOZmRXDkr/w4kERr/6NN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KY0a18bxvJ7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caWiYKkzqWTKpWiDRhVJC6oYaRVqwI4iEjzXBYnfjNR6I0leLejGIScNQXNKIYGSs9dHgon9Lru+q4Wyx5ZW8Kd5H4GSlBhlq3+NXpSZxwIgxmSOu278UmSJEyFDMyLnQSTWKEh6hP2pYKxIkO0unFY/fIKj03ksqWMO5U/T2RIq71iIe2kyMz0PPeRPzPaycmugxSKuLEEIFni6KEuUa6k/fdHlUEGzayBGFF7a0uHiCFsLEhFWwI/vzLi6RxUvbPy6e3Z6XKVRZHHg7gEI7BhwuowA3UoA4YBDzDK7w52nlx3p2PWWvOyWb24Q+czx94ppDL</latexit>

ESC

<latexit sha1_base64="HwjYWhZVO2ubXeyW9/TOQBtKtN8=">AAAB8XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMq6jHoQY8RzYLJEHo6PUmTXobuHjEM+QsvHhTx6t9482/sLAeNPih4vFdFVb0o4cxY3//ycguLS8sr+dXC2vrG5lZxe6duVKoJrRHFlW5G2FDOJK1ZZjltJppiEXHaiAaXY7/xQLVhSt7ZYUJDgXuSxYxg66T7tojUY3ZVvR11iiW/7E+A/pJgRkowQ7VT/Gx3FUkFlZZwbEwr8BMbZlhbRjgdFdqpoQkmA9yjLUclFtSE2eTiETpwShfFSruSFk3UnxMZFsYMReQ6BbZ9M++Nxf+8Vmrj8zBjMkktlWS6KE45sgqN30ddpimxfOgIJpq5WxHpY42JdSEVXAjB/Mt/Sf2oHJyWj29OSpWLWRx52IN9OIQAzqAC11CFGhCQ8AQv8OoZ79l7896nrTlvNrMLv+B9fAOPcpDa</latexit>

GPS

<latexit sha1_base64="d+km17k6EKQVehLd93XrxIEPRG0=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5CoqMuiG5cV7QPaUCbTSTt0HmFmIsbQL3HjQhG3foo7/8Zpm4VWD1w4nHMv994TJYxq4/tfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2q66O7stLVOFSRNLJlUnQpowKkjTUMNIJ1EE8YiRdjS+mvrte6I0leLOZAkJORoKGlOMjJX6brXHI/mQ32YCj5T0Jn235nv+DPAvCQpSAwUaffezN5A45UQYzJDW3cBPTJgjZShmZFLppZokCI/RkHQtFYgTHeazwyfw0CoDGEtlSxg4U39O5IhrnfHIdnJkRnrRm4r/ed3UxBdhTkWSGiLwfFGcMmgknKYAB1QRbFhmCcKK2lshHiGFsLFZVWwIweLLf0nr2AvOvJOb01r9soijDPbBATgCATgHdXANGqAJMEjBE3gBr86j8+y8Oe/z1pJTzOyBX3A+vgEhYZNn</latexit>

Synchro.

<latexit sha1_base64="egPxL+fLGEYB5nMjQzoGmI/AMmg=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMq6jHoxWMEs0Ayhp5OTdKkl6G7Rw1D/sOLB0W8+i/e/Bs7y0ETHxQ83quiql6UcGas7397uaXlldW1/HphY3Nre6e4u1c3KtUUalRxpZsRMcCZhJpllkMz0UBExKERDa7HfuMBtGFK3tlhAqEgPcliRol10n1bROopq3IiJehRp1jyy/4EeJEEM1JCM1Q7xa92V9FUgLSUE2NagZ/YMCPaMsphVGinBhJCB6QHLUclEWDCbHL1CB85pYtjpV1Jiyfq74mMCGOGInKdgti+mffG4n9eK7XxZZgxmaQWJJ0uilOOrcLjCHCXaaCWDx0hVDN3K6Z9ogm1LqiCCyGYf3mR1E/KwXn59PasVLmaxZFHB+gQHaMAXaAKukFVVEMUafSMXtGb9+i9eO/ex7Q1581m9tEfeJ8/F3GS6A==</latexit>

Planner

<latexit sha1_base64="lHnsWSER4Ha5+YxU8Vp5yiU7vzM=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkVdVnsxmUF+4B2LJk004bmMSQZtQz9DzcuFHHrv7jzb0wfC209cOFwzr3JvSdKODPW97+9peWV1bX13EZ+c2t7Z7ewt183KtWE1ojiSjcjbChnktYss5w2E02xiDhtRIPK2G88UG2Yknd2mNBQ4J5kMSPYOum+LSL1lFWUSLAxo06h6Jf8CdAiCWakCDNUO4WvdleRVFBpCXcvtAI/sWGGtWWE01G+nRqaYDLAPdpyVGJBTZhNth6hY6d0Uay0K2nRRP09kWFhzFBErlNg2zfz3lj8z2ulNr4KMyaT1FJJph/FKUdWoXEEqMs0JZYPHcFEM7crIn2sMbEuqLwLIZg/eZHUT0vBRens9rxYvp7FkYNDOIITCOASynADVagBAQ3P8Apv3qP34r17H9PWJW82cwB/4H3+ACB6ku4=</latexit>

Compass

<latexit sha1_base64="14HVCOxPubhPtjo+D9V+KeTbFPk=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBHcGBIVdVkUwY1QwT6gDWUynbRD5xFmJmIJ9VfcuFDErR/izr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vviRJGtfH9b2dhcWl5ZbWwVlzf2Nzadnd261qmCpMalkyqZoQ0YVSQmqGGkWaiCOIRI41ocDX2Gw9EaSrFvRkmJOSoJ2hMMTJW6rilNo/kY3atDeXe0S1B2ht13LLv+RPAeRLkpAxyVDvuV7srccqJMJghrVuBn5gwQ8pQzMio2E41SRAeoB5pWSoQJzrMJseP4IFVujCWypYwcKL+nsgQ13rII9vJkenrWW8s/ue1UhNfhBkVSWqIwNNFccqgkXCcBOxSRbBhQ0sQVtTeCnEfKYSNzatoQwhmX54n9WMvOPNO7k7Llcs8jgLYA/vgEATgHFTADaiCGsBgCJ7BK3hznpwX5935mLYuOPlMCfyB8/kDTK2UjA==</latexit>

Estim.-Meas.
<latexit sha1_base64="ekAQcn6hoQzxtpcKM5MJSFlMt2M=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lVUY9FL3oQKrhtsV1KNs22odlkSbJiWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg1YfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjmFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y909AyVYT6RHKpWiHWlDNBfcMMp61EURyHnDbD4eXEbz5QpZkUd2aU0CDGfcEiRrCx0n0nDuVjdn3jj7vlilt1p0B/iZeTCuSod8ufnZ4kaUyFIRxr3fbcxAQZVoYRTselTqppgskQ92nbUoFjqoNsevEYHVilhyKpbAmDpurPiQzHWo/i0HbG2Az0vDcR//PaqYnOg4yJJDVUkNmiKOXISDR5H/WYosTwkSWYKGZvRWSAFSbGhlSyIXjzL/8ljaOqd1o9vj2p1C7yOIqwB/twCB6cQQ2uoA4+EBDwBC/w6mjn2Xlz3metBSef2YVfcD6+AZD4kNs=</latexit>
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Figure 8: Data-flow in the experimental setup on the aircraft system and the base station. ROS nodes and topics are represented
by blocks and arrows, respectively. Ground-truth information about the norm and direction of the horizontal wind-speed is
measured by a 3-cup rotor sensor and a wind vane, placed at around 1-meter distance and the same height of the desired hovering
position.

Figure 9: Experimental results during a point-to-point motion task where the aircraft autonomously hovers at 0.5 meters, then
quickly reaches 3 meters, and finally continues to hover. Apart from the very fast translation phase (for t ∈ [3.6, 5.1] s), during
which the quasi-hovering assumption is temporarily violated and the UIO filter detects a virtual upward vertical force, the filter
itself correctly estimates the wind components as expected and the proposed controller maintains the desired position.
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Figure 10: Experimental results during a hovering task. The
UIO filter shows a sufficient level of accuracy in the wind esti-
mation.

m/s, blowing for simplicity along the positive direction of x-
axis in 0. Given the formula in Eq. 37, the corresponding
wind force W̄x affecting the Erlecopter is about 9.76 N. At
the equilibrium, the resultant of the gravity force (oriented
towards the negative direction of the z-axis of 0), the thrust
force F (oriented towards the positive direction of the z-axis
of b), and the wind force, having an amplitude of W̄x and
pointing by assumption towards the positive direction of the
x-axis of 0 must be null. Assuming without loss of gener-
ality  = 0, it must hold '̄ = 0 rad, �̄ = arctan(W̄x∕(mg)),
and F̄ =

√

(mg)2 + W̄ 2
x . Given the aircraft mass m = 1.12

Kg, the steady-state pitch and thrust values are �̄ = 0.726
rad and F̄ = 14.70 N. Moreover, since at the equilibrium all
rotors must be spinning at the same velocity (to have zero
torques), the total thrust F̄ is shared among the four rotors,
each of which has to contribute with F̄∕4 = 3.7 N. For the
thrust constant value of kF = 8.5 ⋅ 10−4 N/rad2, this means
that each rotor spins at 65.6 rad/s. In this respect, the Er-
lecopter system is provided with four 5-V DC brushless mo-
tors with propellers, which can spin at 920 rpm/V, which
is about 96 rad/s per volt. Thus, the above-required speed
attained in simulation is also feasible in reality, thereby con-
firming that a platform such as the Erlecopter can compen-
sate for these strong winds.

6. Conclusion
This paper presents a novel approach for wind gust es-

timation and quasi-hovering position control of a quadrotor
aircraft. The proposed solution consists of a linear dynamic
filter for the estimation of the unknown wind which is acting
as an exogenous disturbance input and requires only posi-
tion and attitude information. The control scheme for both
horizontal and general wind gusts is described. The desired
position is modified to consider estimated wind gusts. This
is performed by forcing the linearized dynamics to a given
dynamics and deriving the novel desired position that takes
into account the wind. Finally, this novel reference position
feeds a position controller that provides the desired attitude

of the quadrotor. One appealing feature of the described un-
known input observer filter is that it is independent of the
recovery control scheme used to nullify the tracking error,
as long as the applied rotor speeds are available. The ap-
plication of the proposed solution has been proved first in
simulated environments, using Simulink to implement the
controller, the Gazebo software to obtain physically accu-
rate motion simulation of the aircraft, and the Robot Operat-
ing System middleware to allow their intercommunication;
then it has been also validated in experimental setups which
proved the effectiveness and high accuracy of the method.

Future works will consider the dynamic motion control
for an aircraft that is required to execute fast translations
while strong wind gusts are blowing. Under these circum-
stances, it is expected that the linearized model does not de-
scribe accurately enough the behavior of the aircraft, and a
nonlinear model, including actuator delays and saturation,
must be used instead. This would require the exploitation
of more computationally involved approaches for deriving
reliable nonlinear unknown state-input observers. Another
feature to be introduced when dealing with such a more
complex scenario is a wind prediction scheme, which may
require learning the actual wind model from estimates ob-
tained online from the unknown input observer. Obviously,
such desired estimation and control solutions for more dy-
namic motion tasks will require more computation power
and thus also larger energy storage than that normally found
in low-cost commercial aircraft.

A. Appendix
This section reports the details about the derivation of

the two UIO filters:
1) Invertibility Condition: When designing the UIO as

described in Sundaram and Hadjicostis (2007), the rank of
(BTN , D

T
N )

T must be full and L has to be determined as
the smallest delay such that rank(ℍL) = rank(ℍLN ) + mN
is satisfied. For the case of this paper, L =2 as it holds
rank(ℍ2) − rank(ℍ1) = 3 or explicitly

rank
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

DN 0 0
CBD DN 0
CABN CBN DN

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

−rank
(

DN 0
CBN DN

)

= 3 .

2) Matrices E and F : To find matrices E and F , it is
essential to determine a matrix N̄ whose rows form a basis
of the left nullspace ofℍ1. In this case, N̄ = I12×12 and thus

matrixN has the formN = W
(

IP 0
0 N̄

)

, where p = 6.

Furthermore,W has to satisfy the condition
(

0
I

)

= N
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

DN
CBN
CABN

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

= W
(

IP 0
0 N̄

)

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

DN
CBN
CABN

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

= W
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

012×3
(Ts∕m)I3×3

03×3

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
H

.
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A choice for matrix W such that its last mN = 3 rows are
a left inverse of matrix H and its first 2n − mN = 21 rows
form a basis of the left nullspace ofH is

W =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

I12×12 012×3 012×3
03×3 03×3 I3×3
03×3 m∕T3×3 03×3

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

From the above equation, it follows:

N =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

I12×12 012×3 012×3
03×3 03×3 I3×3
03×3 m∕T3×3 03×3

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

(

Ip 0
0 N̄

)

.

As a next step, the following decomposition is done

(

S1
S2

)

= N
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

C
CAd
CA2d

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

where S2 is made of the last mN = 3 rows of the above ma-
trix and S1 is the remainder ones. Finally F̂1 is determined
so that E = A − BS2 − F̂1 S1 is Schur. As the quadrotor
eigenvalues are unstable, it is necessary to find F̂1, e.g. by
using the Matlab command place((A−BS2)′, S1, p)′, in or-
der to allocate all eigenvalues at the locations specified by a
vector p. Finally, the input-state observer dynamic matrix is

E =
(

09×9 09×3
03×9 E22

)

, E22 =
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

the output injection matrix F is, as per Eq. 8, given by

F =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

03×3 03×3 I3×3 03×3
03×3

I3×3
3 03×3

I3×3
3

03×3 03×3
I3×3
10T 03×3

03×3
I3×3
20T 03×3

I3×3
20T

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

,

and the input decoupling matrix of Eq. 11 is

G =
(

02×3
m
T I2×2 02×13

)

.
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